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Abstract 
 

For a researcher, compiling or managing a research proposal is a significant step             
because this step dramatically determines the success or failure of all research activities. For              
this reason, management is needed from a management research activity, because it is one of               
the activities that are scientific. Management of research proposals or often referred to as              
research planning is one example of a management report that is described in detail from the                
study design that will be carried out to answer existing problems. In a term, there is an                 
understanding of a proposal. It seems that a study is not only intended for individuals because                
the proposed word implies that something is still waiting for an answer or permission from               
another party. It is expected that with the management of a scientific research activity              
management has a clear purpose, which later can be useful as a study material about a matter                 
and most importantly as a reference in making decisions for the benefit of the public or the                 
government or private parties or companies.  
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1. Introduction 
 

For a researcher, compiling a management research proposal is a significant step            
because this step dramatically determines the success or failure of all research activities [1].              
Research activities are one of the activities that are scientific. So-called because in the process               
of making and delivering it has genuine differences with the forms of other writings, such as                
novels, stories, and poetry. This difference appears in the manufacturing process which is             
based on existing methodologies and theories so that it cannot be implemented and made              
carelessly. Also, scientific research scientific research has a clear purpose, which later can be              
useful as a study material about a matter and most importantly as a reference in making                
decisions both for the benefit of the public or government or private parties or companies [2]. 
When starting research, researchers usually need support or sponsorship from certain parties.             

Students who will make the final assignment require a lecturer as their supervisor. Likewise              
professional researchers, where they desperately need support in the form of funds from parties              
who need the results of the research [3]. From these conditions, something that can be used as                 
a reference is needed to assess the researchers or potential supporters or sponsors (Mudrajad              
Kuncoro, 2009) [4]. Management of research proposals can help give direction to researchers to              
be able to suppress errors that might occur during the research process. Proposals have a               
significant meaning for each researcher to accelerate, improve, and maintain the quality of             
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research results. Management of research proposals is a detailed description of the process             
that will be carried out by researchers to be able to solve research problems [5]. In general,                 
research proposal management is a guideline that contains steps that will be followed by              
researchers to conduct research. 

 
2. Research Method 
 

Before someone starts with research activity, he must make a written plan which is              
usually called research proposal management [6]. In that term, there is an understanding of a               
proposal. It seems that research is not for itself because the proposed word means that               
something is still waiting for an answer or permission from another party. Indeed, if interpreted               
literally, this is true. There are times when a proposal does have meaning like the meaning of                 
the word. However, for research activities in general, research proposal management has            
another position [7]. 

Management of research proposals or often referred to as research planning is a             
detailed description of the study design that will be carried out to answer existing problems [8].                
This includes the hypotheses to be tested, the details of the research phase including the               
collection and analysis of data, and the estimated time required for conducting the research.              
Management of research proposals is also formal communication between managers (parties           
who request proposals) with researchers (those who make proposals) [9]. Written and formal             
proposals are the culmination of manager and researcher interactions, where management's           
attention has been poured into management problems and further as research problems [10]. 

Suharsimi Arikunto (2010: 9) states that research proposals must not only be made by              
students of thesis, thesis or dissertation, but by anyone who will conduct research. For students,               
the research proposal that has been approved by the supervisor is a guide to the things that                 
must be done while conducting research [11]. In this case, the proposal is a proposal. For                
research, not students whose research activities receive cost support from other parties (for             
example, research lecturers who receive financial support from their institute or university, as             
well as order research), the proposal is a description of the research activities to be carried out                 
[12]. The proposal can be explored whether the plan is good or not so that the party who will                   
provide the fee can use the proposal as a benchmark for accepting or rejecting the proposed                
research plan [13]. 

Regarding researchers, writing good research proposal management has certain         
advantages, namely (Kuncoro, 2009) [4]: 

1. Equality of perception problems. Proposal management of research that has received           
manager approval shows that there is already a common perception of research            
problems between researchers and managers. 

2. Overall research orientation. Writing research proposal management makes        
researchers have to think critically about all aspects of research before conducting            
research. 

3. Guidelines for conducting research. Research proposals that have been approved by           
the manager can be used as planning studies and become guidelines for            
implementation. 

4. Clarity of research activities. By using a good proposal, the research activities to be              
carried out are clear. 

5. Ease of evaluation of research. The proposal will facilitate the evaluation of the             
proposed research for both researchers and other related parties. 
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6. Protection of research implementation. Proposals can protect from 'interfering' with          
others when the research is underway. 

7. Approval of researchers and managers. The proposal can also function as an            
agreement document between the researcher and the manager. 

 
3. Results and Analysis 

 
In making the management of research proposals a different research proposal format is              

needed, it depends on the research objectives and the intended institution, but generally, the              
components proposed are the same [14]. The proposal is a map of activities. In the map, the                 
researcher can trace the direction of the compilation mind to realize his plan. There are 21                
(twenty-one) components which are included in the research proposal management section,           
which consists of: 
 

No Component Description 

1 Title page Concise, substantial meaning the title must      
reflect the nature of research and informative       
for readers, sponsors, or supervisors. 

2 Executive Summary The executive summary is another form of       
the research proposal that is presented      
concisely and concisely so that it is possible        
for the sponsor to know the intent and        
purpose quickly and precisely. 

3 Table of Contents The table of contents provides an outline of        
the proposed component in addition to      
providing a list of illustrations, tables,      
attachments, and so on. 

4 Introduction 
 

An opening statement that explains what is       
proposed can help the reader understand the       
subject being discussed (Sulistiyo Basuki,     
2010) [15]. 

5 Abstract Generally, the research proposal provides a      
summary, extract, or abstract of 200 words.       
Exceptions to the proposed thesis, thesis,      
and dissertation. Abstracts should allude to      
the main components of the research      
proposal except for the budget. 

6 Background In this section, it contains the history and        
events that are happening on an object of        
research, but in that event, now there appear        
to be deviations or gaps from existing       
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standards, both scientific and regulatory     
standards (Sugiyono, 2011 ) [16]. 

7 Identification of problems Identification of problems must be carried out       
realistically, reasonably, considered essential    
to be followed up, and considered capable of        
being implemented. 

8 The scope of the problem Because of the limitations of time, funds,       
energy, theories, and so that research can       
be carried out in more depth, not all        
problems that have been identified will be       
examined. 

9 Formulation of the problem A problem can be described coherently and       
focus on producing the final word of a        
problem that can be captured and      
understood by the reader. 

10 Research purposes The purpose of the study is closely related to         
the formulation of the problem written. In       
compiling the objectives of the study      
adjusted to the order of goals according to        
the interests in general, only followed by       
specific objectives. 

11 Usability of Research Results The usefulness of the results of this study is         
two things (Sugiyono, 2011) [13]: usefulness      
for developing theoretical knowledge or     
usability, and practical uses, namely helping      
to solve and anticipate problems that exist in        
the object under study. 

12 Literature Review The discussion in this section should begin       
by discussing the related literature and      
literature and the relevant secondary data      
from a comprehensive perspective, then new      
more specialized studies that have to do with        
the problems studied. 

13 Relevant Research Review This section looks back at all the research        
that has been done before or is being done,         
which has a relationship with the research       
that will be conducted. 

14 Research Hypothesis Because the hypothesis is a temporary      
answer to the research problem formulation      
proposed. 
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15 Research methodology To answer the problem formulation and test       
the hypothesis a research methodology is      
needed. 

16 Population and Samples In the research population and samples need       
to be explained which can be used as data         
sources. 

17 Research Instrument Research that aims to measure a symptom       
will use research instruments. 

18 Research design The research design describes what     
researchers will do in technical terminology. 

19 Data collection technique What is needed here is which data collection        
techniques are the most appropriate so that       
data is valid and reliable? 

20 Teknik Analysis Data For research with a quantitative approach,      
the data analysis technique is related to the        
calculation to answer the problem     
formulation and test the proposed     
hypothesis. 

21 Report Form The format of the report that will be displayed         
as the final form of submitting the results of         
the study also needs to be explained in the         
proposed research. 

22 Research Qualifications In this section, it will identify who is involved         
in the implementation of this research      
process. 

23 Research Budget In research, it must be known precisely what        
items are budgeted for in conducting the       
research. 

24 Research schedule This schedule needs to be made to show an         
overview of when and how long the period        
needed to carry out each step in the study. 

25 References All research activities require references or      
literature from many sources. 

26 Attachment The annex is intended to contain things that        
need to be explained in the study. 
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Several factors need to be considered so that a proposal can quickly get the attention of the                 
sponsor. First, the proposal must be presented neatly, structured, organized. Second, the main             
topics of the proposal should be found and understood quickly and easily. For this reason, the                
proposal must have specific guidelines [17]. Important aspects of the technique of proposal             
writing are: 

1. Formulation of the problem must be easy to understand. 
2. Design research should have a scheme and be based on a clear methodology. 
3. Express the importance of such research well so that sponsors are interested in             

providing support. 
4. The objective section and the results of the study should be able to communicate the               

concrete results to be obtained and their usefulness precisely from the results of the              
study to be conducted. 

 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

Management of research proposals is a proposal submitted by someone or an agency             
or organization or company to produce a specified output or provide research services to              
sponsors or supporters. The research proposal is formal communication between managers           
(those who request proposals) with researchers (those who make proposals). In general,            
research proposal management is a guideline that contains steps that will be followed by              
researchers to conduct research. A proposal or often referred to as a research proposal is a                
written statement regarding the plan or management of the overall research activity. The             
general objective of research proposal management is to clearly explain the purpose of the              
research, who will be met, and what will be done or sought at the research location. 

In the development of each research proposal, it is necessary to evaluate both implicitly              
and explicitly. 
 

Evaluation Coverage Rated Points 
Formulation of the problem ● There is a transparent background to the       

problem 
● There is a condition specification that      

guides the problem statement 
● The proposal shows that researchers     

master the complexity of the problem 

Research strategies and methods ● Research strategies to solve problems are      
shown concisely 

● The reason for choosing the strategy is       
clearly stated 

● The reason for choosing the strategy is       
clearly stated 

● The accuracy of data search procedures 
● The accuracy of the data analysis proposal 

Estimated research results ● Outline of information to be obtained 
● Proposed research results to answer the      

research objectives 
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Budget and research schedule ● Consideration of research time 
● Budget considerations 
● Research has sufficient value compared to      

the sacrifice of time and energy 

Researcher's background ● The qualifications and experience of the      
researcher indicate that the person     
concerned can carry out the research well 

Overall evaluation score ● Evaluation of total evaluation coverage from      
one to five 
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